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A Year in Presidential
Publications:
Books by ALSCW Presidents Past, Present, and Future
From The Editor
Welcome to the fall issue of Literary Matters,
in which we look forward to the upcoming annual
conference in Princeton, New Jersey, and also look back
on the ALSCW’s activities and accomplishments during
2010. In her President’s Column (see page 2), Susan
Wolfson gives us her extensive report and reflections on
the year.
I have always seen the ALSCW’s greatest strength
in the variety of its endeavors—scholarly, academic,
creative, pedagogical, and so on—and therefore the
range of its appeal. This is particularly highlighted by the
fascinating array of publications produced by individual
members of the Association in a given year. This fall,
when Susan alerted me to the publication of her new
book, Romantic Interactions (Johns Hopkins, October
2010), she and I realized that in fact several members
who have or will soon hold the office of President within
the Association have had important works published in
2010. And so, in this “From the Editor” I offer you a yearin-review of ALSCW presidential publications.
At the beginning of 2010, Morris Dickstein’s
Dancing in the Dark: A Cultural History of the Great
Depression (W.W. Norton & Company, September 2009)
was still enjoying success and acclaim, having been
selected as one of The New York Times’ 100 Notable
Books of 2009. (See Literary Matters 2.3, Fall 2009,
for our original announcement of this publication and
a link to an interview with Dickstein that appeared in
Humanities magazine.) Then in January, our Immediate
Past President Clare Cavanagh published Lyric Poetry
and Modern Politics: Russia, Poland, and the West
(Yale). Reviewing this work in the September 10, 2010
edition of the Times Literary Supplement, Andrew Kahn
writes:
(continued on page 3)
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The President’s Column:
The Year Past, The Year Ahead
B y S usan W olfson
We’ve had an exciting, at times tumultuous, year as
we’ve worked hard to sustain our traditional devotions,
initiate new ventures, and contend with the challenges of
material necessity.
The addition of “W” to our acronym, reflecting our
evolved identity as The Association of Literary Scholars,
Critics, and Writers (and all hybrids and multiples), has
produced new dimensions to our membership, our
publications, and our alliances with other associations.
Our next president, Greg Delanty, is just such an
embodiment: an award-winning poet, a teacher, a
scholarly anthologizer, and all round enthusiast for
everything literary. Our membership continues to evolve,
too. While we have lost some members, we continue,
almost weekly it seems, to attract new members who are
drawn to our publications, our local meetings, our annual
conference, our collaboration with other associations on
issues of common concern, and the special character of
our Association.
Like many non-profit associations, we have been
challenged by the economic downturn. Having lost the
support of major foundation donors and some private
donors, too, our annual operating budget is far reduced
from what it was even two years ago. We no longer
have a professional executive director, a professional
programs manager, or the capacity to sponsor our
conference in downtown hotels, with featured speakers
who, even at a discount, command honoraria and
expenses beyond our means. What we do have, first
and foremost, is an incredible resource of talent, energy,
organization and imagination in Katherine Hala, our

part-time office manager, and the able staff, mostly
volunteer, of interns. Although this staff cannot wholly
replace our former professional staff, they have done a
remarkable job of managing our business, our in-house
publications, and our commitment to the intellectual and
cultural life of our interns. We are especially grateful to
Christopher Ricks, Greg Delanty, and Rosanna Warren
for brightening their difficult days. Even so, our reliance
on a part-time and shifting contingent of workers is not
the best of arrangements: the office is overwhelmed and
understaffed, and we need either to find more stable
resources or to consider ways of maintaining the vitality
and value of our work within the limits of more austere
financial times.
(continued on page 13)
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From The Editor (continued from page 1)
Armed with a mastery of both Russian and
Polish scholarship and a bracing style of argument, Cavanagh’s important and enthralling
book illuminates the creative biographies and
works of writers who from about 1917 to the
dissolution of the Soviet bloc experienced,
documented, tested, challenged and sometimes
survived the confrontation with the State [...]1

As she follows Mayakovsky, Akhmatova, Szymborska,
Milosz, and others through the 20th century, its poetic
developments and political polarizations, Cavanagh
points out, as Kahn puts it later in his review, “the value
of lyric poetry in sensitizing perception to detail and
specificity, and in sharpening our sense of individual
agency and responsibility.” 2
Fast on the heels of this acclaimed work of scholarship
are two works of literary translation by Cavanagh—
one just published and another forthcoming. Wisława
Szymborska’s Here, which Cavanagh co-translated with
Stanislaw Baranczak, is out from Harcourt this October;
and her translation of Adam Zagajewski’s latest book of
poems, Unseen Hand, will be released in the spring of
2011 from Farrar Straus & Giroux. This last includes the
poem “Piano Lessons,” which Zagajewski and Cavanagh
contributed for the beautiful broadside that is the first in
the ALSCW’s new Broadside Series.
Another past ALSCW president, Christopher Ricks,
has been characteristically prolific this year. In March
of 2010, Yale University Press published Ricks’ True
Friendship, a study of Geoffrey Hill, Anthony Hecht,
and Robert Lowell in relationship to T. S. Eliot and Ezra
Pound. Taking its title from William Blake’s declaration
“Opposition is true Friendship,” the book examines the
critical responses and poetical affinities among these
three poets and their Modernist predecessors. During
this year Ricks has also published a new edition of
Henry James’ What Maisie Knew (Penguin Classic,
August 2010) and the anthology Joining Music with
Reason: 34 Poets, British and American, Oxford 20042009 (Waywiser Press, October 2010). Compiled from
readings that took place at Oxford during Ricks’ tenure
there as Professor of Poetry, Joining Music with Reason
includes work from several poets affiliated with the
ALSCW as members, officers, or contributors to Literary
Imagination: Greg Delanty, David Ferry, Mark Halliday,
Saskia Hamilton, George Kalogeris, Marcia Karp,
Ted Richer, Don Share, John Talbot, Harry Thomas,
Rosanna Warren, and Rachel Wetzsteon.
In addition to appearing in Ricks’ anthology, Greg
Delanty, who will officially take the reins as President
1 Andrew Kahn, “Causework.” Times Literary Supplement. 10
September 2010.
2 Kahn, p. 14.

of the ALSCW at the annual conference, has a number
of publications to add to our list. In June of 2010,
Delanty published the poetry collection The New Citizen
Army with The Combat Paper Press, which forms part
of the Combat Paper Project. Through the Combat
Paper Project, war veterans participate in papermaking
workshops to convert their used uniforms into works of
art. The New Citizen Army is hand bound, with covers
made from “combat paper.”
Several poems that originally appeared in Delanty’s
Collected Poems, 1986-2006 (Carcanet Press, 2007),
were included in The Penguin Book of Irish Poetry
(September 2010), edited by Patrick Crotty. In addition,
Delanty is also currently preparing an anthology, The
Word Exchange: Anglo-Saxon Poems in Translation, due
out in December 2010 from W. W. Norton & Company.
There is one more presidential publication to
mention: that of our current (for a couple of days still)
ALSCW President. Susan Wolfson, who during this
last year has worked with unsurpassable energy and
dedication to lead, to sustain, and to promote our
Association, has just published Romantic Interactions:
Social Being and the Turns of Literary Action (Johns
Hopkins, October 2010). In this book, Wolfson turns to
a variety of texts by women and men of the Romantic
period to examine how their conceptions of authorship
were formed through exchange between readers
and writers. Moving from the political and cultural
engagement of Charlotte Smith and Mary Wollstonecraft
to the relationship of mutual interpretation between
William and Dorothy Wordsworth, and finally to Byron’s
celebrity and its reception by several women poets, the
book qualifies the Romantic emphasis on individuality
by revealing the complex artistic interactions underlying
the idea of authorship.
In presenting the Romantic conception of
“interaction” in the introductory chapter of her book,
Wolfson quotes a bemused Isaac Tayor, commenting
in the 1830s on the reciprocity and exchange “which
at present is going on between readers and writers.”3
Jumping to the early 21st century, I can’t help but think of
the ALSCW as another site of this kind of “interaction”—
if one that finds itself in a very different social reality
from that of the British Romantics. I hope that, in this
brief rundown of works published by ALSCW presidents,
past and future, you find something that catches your
attention, creating and sustaining the Association’s
community of readers and writers that thrive on literary
exchange. We look forward to extending and deepening
these “interactions” at the conference in Princeton. See
you there! a
- Leslie Harkema

3 Wolfson, Romantic Interactions, p. 3.
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News and Announcements
ALSCW/VSC LiT Forum
September 17, 2010

New Yorker immediately following the 9/11 attacks), and
a question and answer session. A recording of the forum
was made and added to the VSC readings audio archive.

On Friday evening, September 17th, ALSCW, in
conjunction with co-sponsor the Vermont Studio Center,
held the first in a series of LiT (Literature in Translation)
forums at the Vermont Studio Center in Johnson,
Vermont. Poet Adam Zagajewski was joined by translator
and former ALSCW President Clare Cavanagh for an hourlong presentation of the art of translation as exemplified
by their 15-year collaboration and friendship bringing
Adam’s poems to life in English.

In addition to providing VSC and the wider community
with an opportunity to hear Adam and Clare together,
this ALSCW/VSC LiT forum series signals the addition of
international writers and translators to the VSC residency
community. Having established its Writing program over
the past 15 years and built the studios and leadership
necessary to fulfill its promise, the Studio Center now
welcomes writers from around the world and in so doing
adds another inspiring component to its residency
program.
The ALSCW/VSC LiT forum series continues in 2011
with the appearance of Italian poet Patricia Cavalli
and her American translator Geoffrey Brock. For more
information, contact VSC Writing Program Director Gary
Clark at gclark@vermontstudiocenter.org. a
- Gary Clark
VSC Writing Program Director
Photo © Katherine A. Hala

Photo © Melissa Armstrong

An audience of more than ninety people—coming
from throughout northern Vermont plus staff and
residents of the Vermont Studio Center—gathered in the
VSC Lowe Lecture Hall (Johnson’s historic opera house)
for this inaugural presentation. The forum began with
Adam reading poems in both their original Polish and
Clare’s English, then moved on to a discussion of their
collaborative process, the back story of Adam’s poem “Try
to Praise the Mutilated World,” (which appeared in The

Adam Zagajewski, Clare Cavanagh, Katherine Hala

Photo © Melissa Armstrong

Photo © Katherine A. Hala

Gary Clark, Greg Delanty, Adam Zagajewski, Clare Cavanagh
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Local Meeting: Baton Rouge
September 17, 2010
On the sultry evening of September 17th, the
Louisiana State University PhD Program in Comparative
Literature hosted the second 2010 local meeting of
Association of Literary Scholars, Critics, and Writers
in Baton Rouge. The site of our event was the LSU
Rural Life Museum’s Windrush Gardens, a place where
fireflies fill the night sky. The evening was a celebration.
The LSU Comparative Literature had just avoided being
victim to the financial crisis that has had catastrophic
repercussions for higher education in the state of
Louisiana - as if deadly hurricanes and oil spills had not
been enough. The state cut funds for higher education
drastically in the past eighteen months. In spite of the
low cost of our small Comparative Literature program, its
favorable evaluations, high faculty research productivity,
sought-after seminars, and excellent placement record
for graduates, the Board of Regents wanted to eliminate
Comparative Literature. Luckily, the university thought
otherwise.
Three professional organizations were instrumental
in assuring the continuance of our program: The
American Comparative Literature Association, the Modern
Language Association, and most of all the ALSCW. The
Graduate Student Conference and Reading organized
under the auspices of the ALSCW were immensely helpful
in drawing attention to the strengths of our program. Last
March, Rosanna Warren and Greg Delanty came to Baton
Rouge as featured readers for the event. Details and
photos of the event are to found in Literary Matters. The
past nine months had been challenging for Comparative
Literature at LSU. We had much help from our friends
at the Baton Rouge Symphony, the LSU Museum, The
Southern Review, and the LSU Press. The ALSCW played
a vital role in assuring our PhD Program’s survival. Susan
Wolfson drafted a letter in support of our program, sought
endorsement from the entire Council, and followed up
with a second letter after our March event. Individual
members of the ALSCW, including Marjorie Perloff,
Françoise Lionnet, Michael Wood, David Damrosch
wrote on our behalf. MLA Executive Director Rosemary
Feal, ADLF Director Nelly Furman, and the current,
incoming, and two past presidents of the American
Comparative Literature Association, as well as one of
the founders of the International Comparative Literature
Association came to our defense. The solidarity of those
organizations reinforced my conviction that alliances are
imperative in times of peril. The faculty and students in
our program are indebted to the ALSCW, and to the ACLA
and MLA as well.
Our speakers addressed the audience who had
spread their picnic blankets on the wide lawn in front of
the house from the gallery. In the distance, the enormous
trunk of a red oak felled by hurricane Gustav, separated

the lawn from the woodlands. We started at five and
witnessed a spectacular sunset. As the sky darkened the
fireflies appeared, twinkling lights, dancing souls. This was
truly an idyllic setting to speak of our topic for the evening,
literature and landscape. This celebratory event was also
a moment to commemorate the graphic designer and
photographer Brent Joseph Wells, an ALSCW member
who helped with the March event. He died tragically as
a result of injuries sustained in an automobile accident
at a particularly dangerous intersection quite near the
gardens. Brent’s wife Sondra and her sons Nicholas and
Eliot Blunck read several of Brent’s poems. (See related
article.) This was especially meaningful to the boys
because of their stepfather’s love of Windrush. They were
certain he would have enjoyed the evening, especially the
fireflies.

Sondra Wells with Eliot and Nicholas

Faye Phillips, Associate Dean of the LSU Librairies,
presented her new book, The LSU Rural Life Museum
& Windrush Gardens: A Living History. She recounted
the story of the three Burden siblings, Steele, Pike, and
Ione, who had contributed so much to the Baton Rouge
community in addition to their generous donation to LSU.
John and Frances Monroe, descendants of Pike Burden’s
wife Jeanette, especially enjoyed hearing anecdotes about
Steele, who always referred to himself as a “yard man.”
Richmond Eustis, Jr., the newest LSU PhD in
Comparative Literature, presented a paper entitled
“Garden and Wilderness: Revisiting Thoreau’s Beanfield.” Eustis approached Thoreau’s account of his
agricultural experiment in Walden (chapter 7) from the
perspective of tensions between the boundaries that
separate the natural from the human-made. Underlining
Thoreau’s limitations as a farmer - the net earnings for
his summer labor were $8.71 -, his pastiche of heroic
mythology, his satirical intent, and his subversion of the
pastoral mode, Eustis identified Thoreau’s elaborate use
of anthropomorphism and the continuum between the
farmer’s natural “enemies” - worms, woodchucks, birds
–- and the civilized world of humans. Eustis explained
that: “Thoreau wasn’t cultivating beans; he was helping
them return to what he calls their ‘wild and primitive state’
[…].” The presentation entailed both a close reading and
an ecological statement about the balance between man
and nature. It concluded with the following insight: “A
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recognition that the ends of the material things of nature
are not our own may help us make more sense of the
stories we tell ourselves about it - and to find way to live
with the metaphorical bean field whose seeds we sow in
our environment daily.”
LSU Faculty Senate President and distinguished
scholar of eighteenth century British Literature, Kevin
Cope, presented an informal reflection on “Gentle Winds
and Rushing Streams: The First Landscape Gardens.”
He started by describing the historical context of the

Eustis, Culbert, Cope, Wells, Eliot Blunck, Phillips

landscape garden, - its difference from the practical,
medicinal, or allegorical gardens of the medieval world
or the gardens that functioned as tokens of wealth and
prestige during the Renaissance. The modern landscape
garden presented itself as an expressive entity - as the
exposition of an aesthetic or philosophical idea that
uses terrain and flora as its text, alphabet, and lexicon.
Whether in Europe or Britain, the modern landscape
garden represents a genial denaturalization of the
outdoors venue. It correlates and intermingles a variety
of conflicting ideas, whether that of naturalism versus
genetic recombination in selective breeding, or whether
that of topiary and formalism in contrast to naturalism
and expressionism. Modern gardens reject utility at the
same time that they draw on technology, such as water
pumps or cultivation machinery. They are interdisciplinary
and intercultural, combining a variety of engineering and
biological arts while tossing together relics from cultures
east and west, for decorative effect or ventilation. The
modern landscape garden gave rise to a host of collateral
artistic genres: landscape painting or country-house
architecture or agricultural engineering. During the long
eighteenth century, the use of landscape as a vehicle
of expression underlies the interest in an assortment
of natural phenomena which inspire the sublime, for
example, volcanoes, as well as in the emergence of
assorted living programs such as the plantation life.

Once again, The Southern Review provided the
literary fireworks that should culminate an evening’s
festivity. Nolde Alexius and Judy Kahn presented their
new anthology, Best of LSU Fiction.1 Alexius and Kahn
both teach Introduction to Fiction in the LSU English
Department. Judy Kahn discovered that her students
loved to read stories set in Louisiana and decided to use
the considerable body of works produced by such LSU
writers such as Robert Penn Warren, Peter Taylor, Jean
Stafford, James Wilcox, David Madden, James Gordon
Bennett, Walker Percy, Valerie Martin, Allen
Weir, Charles East, Tim Parrish, John Ed Bradley,
Andrei Codrescu, Moira Crone, Vance Bourjaily,
Laurie Lee Drummond, Michael Griffith, Matt
Clark, Olympia Vernon, and James Wilcox in her
courses. As Kahn states in her preface, “They
felt, as Walker Percy would have put it, ‘certified’
by seeing their own personal landscapes in
published fiction.”2 When Nolde Alexius arrived
at LSU, she too followed Judy’s practice. The
newly published anthology was in part produced
as a pedagogical exercise and tool. Nolde
explained how the generations of LSU authors
dialogue with each other, tracing a genealogical
tree, – none other than the Southern Review
logo, the Live Oak – reproduced in the volume.
Judy Kahn introduced James Gordon Bennett,
by quoting in length from the many letters that
his grateful students had written when he was
nominated for and won the LSU Distinguished
Faculty Teaching Award last spring. Author of
My Father’s Geisha3 and The Moon Stops Here,4 Jim
Bennett has directed over twenty MFA theses, most of
which have been published as books. A prolific writer and
master of the short story, Bennett read his contribution
to the anthology, “The Perfect Mousse Ducktail,” inspired
by an unusual episode he witnessed in his Baton Rouge
neighborhood, Southdowns. I will neither explain the title,
nor give away the story. Read it in Best of LSU Fiction.
The evening started in solemnity and ended in laughter
with Jim Bennett’s story, followed by Moscato d’Asti,
and two enormous sheet cakes, one decorated with the
ALSCW logo, and the other with that of LSU Comp Lit. In
addition to announcing the ALSCW Broadside project, we
started a fund-raising campaign for our program. James
Gordon Bennett is our second contributor. The number
of ALSCW members in Baton Rouge has increased. Our
collaboration continues. a
- Adelaide Russo

1 Nolde Alexius and Judy Kahn, eds. Best of LSU Fiction

(Baton Rouge, Louisiana: The Southern Review, 2010).
2 Ibid.,ix .
3 James Gordon Bennett, My Father’s Geisha (New York:
Delacorte, 1990)
4 James Gordon Bennett, The Moon Stops Here (New
York: Doubleday, 1994)
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Campion Receives Prize For The Lions
September 24, 2010
Literary Imagination Editor Peter Campion has won
the thirteenth annual Larry Levis Reading Prize given
by Virginia Commonwealth University for the best first
or second book of poetry published in that year. The
winning book, The Lions, was published by the University
of Chicago Press. On September 24th at the Grace Street
Theater in Richmond, Peter
read from his work at the final
event of the Conference that
celebrates the award and the
legacy of the poet Larry Levis.
Poets, editors, and critics
gathered for the conference.
The other keynote readers
were Philip Levine and
David St. John. Participants
included Claudia Emerson,
Stanley Plumly, Ellen Bryant
Voigt, Michael Collier, and
many others. a

Local Meeting Boston: Nelson
September 29, 2010
On September 29, a group of literati gathered in a
book-lined room of Boston University’s Editorial Institute,
found on the emblematic Bay State Road, to hear a paper
given by Cassandra Nelson of Harvard University.
The presentation, “‘Corrigeé si on peut dire
[‘Corrected, if you can call it that’],” highlighted instances
of textual variation in More Pricks Than Kicks, a lesserknown work by Samuel Beckett, and sought to explain the
progression of how they came to be. Though the notion of
a diachronic study of textual variation across successive
editions of a text may seem abstruse or unapproachable
to even the more daring among us, as it turns out, it is a
topic that inspired attention, awe and many a guffaw from
the audience.
Nelson was the editor involved in the 2010 reissue of
More Pricks Than Kicks and shared the saga of how this
collection of prose and its four preceding editions came to
be (which, with many details elided for reasons of space,
can be summed up as: Beckett resisted more upon each
pressing, the publishers got pushier, and the proofing
went rogue). It was her task to pore through each edition:
the original 1934 Chatto and Windus release, one of the
lowest grossing books of the time, and the second, third,
and fourth editions of just 100 copies each published in
1968, 1970, and 1971, which were typed on typewriters
and stapled rather than bound.

Beckett had wanted to distance himself from the work
and was more than hesitant to have it further propagated,
but upon the vow from his publisher at Grove that it would
be produced only once and solely for use by scholars,
he reluctantly agreed, and it is clear that his reluctance
was well warranted. These later editions were advertised
in Grove’s catalogue against the wishes of Beckett, and
were fraught with textual discrepancies, ranging from
minor issues of punctuation that can be attributed to
negligence, to the omission of particular words (seemingly
motivated by an overly liberal editor), to the outright
“jazzing up” of certain words to reflect modern vernacular
and contemporary standards of decorum.
After the laborious task of compiling a chart
cataloguing the discrepancies from text to text, Nelson
was then ready to begin selecting which version to base
editorial decisions on, no easy task given the extent of the
variation and the impossibility of being certain with whom
the responsibility for these changes lay. She mainly sided
with the 1934 version because it was the one with which
Beckett had the most editorial input and many of the
variants seen in later editions—such as replacing B.T.M.
(“bottom”) with “arse” and “——” (for an unspecified
expletive) with the much more decisive “fucking”—were
updated to conform to modern standards of [in]decency,
making them inauthentic to the style and period of the
original work.
At the close of the presentation, it was evident just
how considerable the task of editing can be, particularly
when it involves constructing an accurate representation
of a work that has gone through so many stages of
proofing and publication. The audience engaged Nelson
with questions and further observations, out of which
debate was sparked regarding the underlining capabilities
of manual typewriters, the possible referents of “his” in
the line “A horse was down and a man sat on his head,”
and whether “asterisked” should be considered a verb or
an adjective in the text, but more importantly, if it is a
suitable substitute for “buggered.” When the discussion
died down and the wine bottles were discarded, it is no
great leap to say that many in attendance were inspired to
pick up More Pricks than Kicks, and, at the very least, had
a renewed appreciation for the conscientious editor. a
- Samantha Madway
ALSCW Intern; Boston University

Host A Local Meeting
Visit our website <http://www.
bu.edu/literary/conferences/
local-meetings-sign-up.shtml>
for more information.
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Local Meeting Boston: Basile
October 22, 2010
The New England sect of the ALSCW gathered at
Boston University’s Editorial Institute for its second local
meeting this fall on Wednesday, October 22nd. Al Basile,
accomplished musician and poet, set out to highlight the
disparities between the writing of poetry and the writing of
lyrics. His presentation, “Words and Music, and the Music
of Words: the Writing of Song Lyrics and Formal Poetry”
was a definite nod to the recent inclusion of “W” in the
organization’s name, and touched upon the nebulous
nature of writing that makes it such a gratifying challenge
to those who create it and those who experience it.
Basile began by transporting back to his childhood,
sharing an anecdote about the strange satisfaction of
reading the Burma-Shave billboards (which serve as a
testament to the creative foundations advertising relied
on before the advent of pop-up ads and spam mail) on
a drive down to Florida with his parents. The concept
was poetic in a very literal sense: Burma-Shave put up
billboards at specific intervals, each of which had a few
words or line of verse on it, that would ultimately form
a short poem whose resolution was “Burma-Shave.”
Though the laughter these jingles inspired was reason
enough to share them, Basile had another purpose in
mind: in a certain sense, they encapsulate one of the key
considerations he posits as central to differentiating the
language of song from the language of verse.
These billboards were measured out so that they
would be “timed” to allow passengers to read them before
reaching the next one given an assumed rate of travel,
just as a songwriter must be sensitive to the music’s
speed in order to fit the language within the constraints
of the tempo and rhythm. A song is, as Basile put it,
“time-bound.” While a poet must consider the way the
line breaks and how the words are
distributed in order to establish an
appropriate pace and compliment
form, the poem is, ultimately, on
a page. Though a poem may take
on some musical qualities when
declaimed, the timing of something
external to it does not mitigate its
reception.
This is a crucial boundary to
draw, not only conceptually, but
also with regard to the process of
writing, yet it is not as self-conscious
an endeavor as it might seem at
first glance. Basile notes that while
both forms require the writer to
“obey” certain sonic or structural
principles, this does not mean the
undertaking is mechanical and

calculated; he tends to intuitively know whether what he
is writing is a poem or a song. Or, as he humbly put it: “The
ones that want to be songs tell me what kind of song they
want to be.”
Basile described what can only be seen as a very
intimate relationship existing between the writer and
his creation, and while composing poetry may indeed
call upon different things from the writer than does
penning song lyrics, either production will take on the
same role in this partnership: to be conduits for the
exchange of emotions from the writer to his audience.
The method by which the emotional experience is made
into something shareable may differ, just as the feelings
that inspired the act and those it is intended to convey
will also vary. Basile revealed that, for him personally,
whatever the feeling is that one gets from his poems or
songs, typically its antithesis inspired the work. However,
whatever metamorphosis occurs, the ultimate goal of this
reformation is to transpose something that is felt into
something that is.
These insights into Basile’s process and his
philosophical conception of the creative process
represent just some of what those in attendance were
fortunate enough to glean from the experience. To put
one’s thoughts on the line takes courage, but to put
one’s emotions on the line may take even more than that.
Basile imparted not only the more scholarly and technical
aspects of his methods, but also the achievements of
their practice; he shared two songs and two poems with
the group, and the audience was heartily appreciative of
his candor. When the presentation was over, a request for
an encore of each song was made and granted, and with
that, the fall’s second Boston local meeting of the ALSCW
came to a close. a
- Samantha Madway
ALSCW Intern; Boston University

Photo © Katherine A. Hala
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Forum 4 Released
October 2010
The ALSCW’s newly released study strongly suggests
that two factors—a fragmented English curriculum and
a neglect of close reading—may explain why the reading
skills of American high school students have shown little
or no improvement in several decades despite substantial
increases in funds for elementary and secondary
education by federal and state governments.
The ALSCW report, entitled Literary Study in Grades
9, 10, And 11: A National Survey, analyzes the responses
of more than four hundred representative public school
teachers who were asked what works of literature they
assign in standard and honors courses, and what
approaches they use for teaching students how to
understand imaginative literature and literary non-fiction.
Among the study’s major findings:
(1) The content of the literature and reading
curriculum for students in standard or honors
courses is no longer traditional or uniform in any
consistent way. The most frequently mentioned titles
are assigned in only a small percentage of courses,
and the low frequencies for almost all the other titles
English teachers assign point to an idiosyncratic
literature curriculum for most students.
(2) The works teachers assign generally do not
increase in difficulty from grade 9 to grade 11.
(3) Teachers do not favor close, analytical readings
of assigned works. They prefer such non-analytical
approaches as a personal response or a focus
on a work’s historical or biographical context (for
instance, class discussions of To Kill a Mockingbird
that emphasize the Scottsboro Trials or Jim Crow laws
in the South, rather than the novel’s plot, characters,
style, and moral meaning).
“These findings suggest that the way reading and
writing are taught today by many high-school teachers may
be impeding college-readiness for many public high school
students,” said Sandra Stotsky, Professor of Education
Reform at the University of Arkansas, Fayetteville, and the
study’s principal author.
“College courses not just in English but in many
disciplines routinely assign difficult texts and expect
students to understand, analyze, and write coherently
about them. According to ACT, a major reason why
college students end up in remedial courses or drop out
of college is their inability to comprehend and analyze
complex texts. An incoherent high-school curriculum that
rarely advances beyond 9th-grade-level texts and that
expects little more than impressionistic responses to
them is a prescription for educational underperformance

or outright failure at the college level,” Prof. Stotsky said.
Susan J. Wolfson, President of the ALSCW and
Professor of English at Princeton University, said: “Beyond
college readiness, skill in literary analysis—especially
close attention to the artifacts and designs of language—
is vital to an informed, capable citizenry. This important
study should, in my view, be required reading by highschool English teachers, high-school administrators, and
boards of education throughout the nation.”
The ALSCW recommends that:
(1) high schools revise their English curriculum to
incorporate a progressively more challenging core
of literary and non-literary texts with cultural and
historical significance for our own country and other
countries;
(2) English departments at colleges and universities
emphasize the analytical study of literature, especially
for those students planning to become secondary
English teachers;
(3) the U.S. Department of Education and state
legislatures give priority to the funding of professional
development programs that emphasize teaching
close, careful reading.
The complete, 36-page report (and its appendices)
may be read on, and downloaded from, the ALSCW’s
website, at www.bu.edu/literary/publications/Forum4.
pdf . a

Ricks To Receive Award At MLA
January 8, 2011
CHRISTOPHER RICKS TO RECEIVE DISTINGUISHED
SCHOLAR AWARD FROM THE KEATS-SHELLEY
ASSOCIATION OF AMERICA, PRESENTED BY ALSCW
PRESIDENT SUSAN WOLFSON AT MLA
YOU ARE INVITED TO THE AWARD DINNER
The Keats-Shelley Association of America’s annual
awards dinner (at MLA) will be held this year on Saturday,
8 January 2011. A cash bar opens at 5:30 PM and dinner
begins at 7:00 PM, at the Standard Hotel Downtown Los
Angeles, 550 S. Flower at Sixth Street. You do not need to
be a member of the MLA or a registrant at the convention
in order to attend this event.
This year the Association will honor distinguished
scholars Christopher RIcks and Julie Carlson. For
reservations, send $60 to Steven Jones, Vice President
KSAA-Loyola University Chicago <http://www.luc.edu/>
Department of English <http://www.luc.edu/depts/
english> Crown Center 421 / 1032 W. Sheridan Road /
Chicago, IL 60660. a
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Warren Funds VSC Fellowship
2010-2011
ALSCW founding member, past president, and current
council member Rosanna Warren has donated $3,750 to
the Vermont Studio Center, an artist residency program
that hosts and supports writers and artists from around
the world by providing individual studio residences.
Located in the northern Green Mountains, the VSC admits
52 artists and writers each month to its highly selective
residency programs. Rosanna’s donation will fund the
ALSCW fellowship at the VSC in 2011, its second year
in existence. We are very grateful to Rosanna for this
generous gift, which will help to continue the exciting work
of the VSC-ALSCW collaborations. a
- Chris Blair
ALSCW Intern; Boston University

The ALSCW/VSC Fellowship provides
a one-month VSC residency for a
writer who is a current member of
the ALSCW.  It is open to all of the
Association’s creative writers and
literary translators.  
ALSCW-member applicants will be
considered for the ALCSW Fellowship
and any other VSC award for which
they are eligible.  Applicants who
do not receive an award will also be
considered for grants and financial
assistance to lessen the cost of a
potential stay at the VSC.  
The application deadline is
February 15, 2011.  
Please visit www.vermontstudiocenter.
org/fellowships to download an
application.  

New Publications by Members
June - September 2010
Robert Chambers
Parody: The Art that Plays with Art
(Peter Lang, September 2010)
David Lehrer
Unwelcome Light: A Novel
(Daniel and Daniel, September 2010)
Marcia Karp
“Don Juan in Hell” (poem)
(Times Literary Supplement; June 11, 2010)
Carol Moldaw
So Late, So Soon: New and Selected Poems
(Etruscan Press, June 2010)
Editor’s note: We welcome news of our members’ publications,
and will note as many as possible in each issue of Literary
Matters. In some issues, however, available space will dictate
a limit of two notices per member. When such limitations are
necessary, we will print the first two entries in the order in which
they were received. Additional entries will be printed—again, in
the order in which they were received—in subsequent issues of
Literary Matters.
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Meet the ALSCW Interns
B y Katherine Hala, ALSCW Office Administrator
ALSCW’s Boston Office could not survive without the help of
interns - undergraduate and graduate students interested in learning
how a literary non-profit functions who are willing to donate their time
and talents to help our non-profit function better.
Samantha Rae Madway started as an intern in February 2010
after responding to an ad posted by Rosanna Warren. Samantha
quickly proved to be responsible and innovative and is now the
Supervising Intern. She works in the office two days a week and
oversees the processing of all membership, gift, and conference
forms. She is also building a relationship with Oxford University Press
so that she can answer any questions you might have about your
Literary Imagination subscription.
Samantha recruited Chris Blair last spring, and he’s been
cheerfully assisting with a variety of projects. He recently organized
the Literary Imagination archives to make room for another workspace
in the office. Chris invited his friend Matt Connolly (see bio on next
page) to join the ALSCW Intern Team, and Matt started volunteering
in September. He is a fast learner and is currently helping with
membership forms and copy-editing.

Chris Blair
Boston University,
College of Arts
and Sciences,
Class of 2011

If he could have any pet, it would be a Dragon.
Its name would be Tunis. Can you even imagine?!
His bike is the thing he needs to survive,
But with bionic hearing, he’d surely thrive.
He’d love to travel to the Middle East,
And raw tomatoes are the food he likes least.
poem by Samantha Rae Madway

August 2010: An
ALSCW Staff Night
Out (sponsored by
Christopher Ricks)

Samantha Rae Madway
Boston University,
University Professors
Dual BA/MA Program,
Class of 2011

Her favorite poets are Neruda and Berryman.
Seattle is the coolest place she’s ever been.
She’s a big fan of eBay and the number three,
But don’t try to get her to eat sushi.
For a pet, she’d like a Great Dane or a shark,
And she only uses blue pens to make her mark.
poem-bio by Samantha Rae Madway

Samantha, Chris, and Matt will be at the ALSCW’s Annual
Conference 2010 in Princeton (November 5-7). They will assist with
registration, distribute programs and nametags, process membership
renewals and gifts, and attend as many seminars and panels as
possible. Their reports on the conference will be published in the next
issue of Literary Matters.
We would like to express our sincere gratitude to everyone who
contributed to this year’s Intern Fund to subsidize transportation,
lodging, and meals so that our three interns can attend the conference.
Many thanks to Christopher Ricks and Greg Delanty, to, who check in
with the office staff on a regular basis and treat us to dinners and
movies and much-needed coffee.
Kathie DeMeritt (see bio on next page) started volunteering this
past summer and is our Technology Expert. She is organizing our
computer files, transferring documents to our new iMac, and ensuring
that our records are backed up and can be shared securely. She also
serves as Office Mechanic from time to time.
We are delighted to welcome five new interns who responded to
ads we placed around Boston University in September. Cynthia Huang
and Jing Xu are undergraduates in BU’s School of Management and
will be working in the ALSCW Office as Finance Interns. Zoraida
Cabrera is an undergraduate in the College of Arts and Sciences. She
will be our Events Coordinator and is currently organizing the ALSCW’s
participation in Boston’s Antiquarian Book Fair (see ad on previous
page). Finally, English majors Brendan Ryan and Ned Hinman have
been helping with conference preparation for the past two weeks.
After the conference, they will begin training with Samantha and help
process all the membership renewals we hope to receive in the next
two months.
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Matt Connolly
Boston University,
College of Arts
and Sciences,
Class of 2011

His rabbit fur hunting hat is a must,
Though he thinks the number four is a bust.
He wants a timber wolf named Herman with a coat of black,
And the best trip he ever took was to the Adirondacks.
At the sight of cauliflower, he turns up his nose,
But with a book by Willa Cather, he’s in a state of repose.
poem by Samantha Rae Madway

Column 287: Robert Gibb
Introduction by Ted Kooser, U.S. Poet Laureate,
2004-2006:
I love to sit outside and be very still until some
little creature appears and begins to go about
its business, and here is another poet, Robert
Gibb, of Pennsylvania, doing just the same
thing.

For the Chipmunk in My Yard
I think he knows I’m alive, having come down
The three steps of the back porch
And given me a good once over. All afternoon
He’s been moving back and forth,
Gathering odd bits of walnut shells and twigs,
While all about him the great fields tumble

Kathie DeMeritt

To the blades of the thresher. He’s lucky

Simmons College,
Graduate School of Library
and Information Science,
Class of 2012

To be where he is, wild with all that happens.
He’s lucky he’s not one of the shadows
Living in the blond heart of the wheat.
This autumn when trees bolt, dark with the fires
Of starlight, he’ll curl among their roots,
Wanting nothing but the slow burn of matter
On which he fastens like a small, brown flame.

One could call her a technophile, that much is clear,
For her computer is something she holds quite dear.
She doesn’t like meat or the number three,
But she can’t wait to visit England, Scotland, Wales, and Italy.
She dreams of having a Tabby named Mountain Dew.
Her favorite writers are Scott Westerfeld and Johanna Lindsey
to name just a few.
poem by Samantha Rae Madway

American Life in Poetry is made possible by The Poetry
Foundation (www.poetryfoundation.org), publisher of Poetry
magazine. It is also supported by the Department of English at the
University of Nebraska, Lincoln. “The Blessing of the Old Woman,
the Tulip, and the Dog” from “The Book of Seventy,” by Alicia
Suskin Ostriker, © 2009. All rights are controlled by the University
of Pittsburgh Press, Pittsburgh, PA 15260. Used by permission of the
University of Pittsburgh Press. Introduction copyright ©2010 by The
Poetry Foundation. The introduction’s author, Ted Kooser, served as
United States Poet Laureate Consultant in Poetry to the Library of
Congress from 2004-2006. We do not accept unsolicited manuscripts.
American Life in Poetry ©2006 The Poetry Foundation. Contact:
alp@poetryfoundation.org.

ALSCW Internship Program
Interviews for 2011-2012 academic year internships
will be held in May 2011.
LITERARY
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The President’s Column (continued from page 2)

We have had other adjustments. Needing to convert
our quarterly newsletter Literary Matters to a more
economical on-line publication, we have been pleased
by the several new advantages that this transformation
has enabled: color photographs and graphics, enhanced
capacity for content, archiving at our website, availability
to on-line searches, and easy portability for forwarding
to friends, family, colleagues, and prospective members.
Leslie Harkema, its editor, has brought skill, discipline,
fun and intelligent purpose to this new formation. Though
this transformation was born of financial necessity, its
evolution might be now regarded as inspired prescience—
-necessity is the mother of this invention, too. We’ve had
a wealth of essays, reports, reviews, poetry and profiles
across the year, including our new essay-contest for
secondary school students, with our first prize essay soon
to appear.
This contest reflects our increasing concern with
literary study in secondary schools. Forum 4, which
you should all have by now, is our contribution to this
discussion. Distributed to our membership, to the press,
and to the councils for the humanities in all 50 states,
this report reflects the expert research, synthesis,
analysis, and forceful polemics by Sandra Stotsky
about the troubling degradation of literary study. The
Association is not just submitting a report of concern
but is using this publication to spark future colloquia. We
have also conveyed letters on behalf of the Association
to a number of state boards of education, advocating for
the development, refinement, sophistication of literary
study in the high schools—not only as important to liberal
education and analytical skill, but as the resource from
which a thoughtful, inquisitive, capably informed, literate
citizenry emerges.
Our annual conference, as you may have noted
from our several previews, has also evolved. Because
conferences in the foreseeable future must now be
self-financing, we have turned our planning towards
affordable venues in academia. Our facilities at Princeton
University will cost less than 10% of what we used to
have to pay for a downtown hotel venue. Our hotel roomcost is about 60% of the cost at previous conferences.
Our banquets have doubled in quantity (two this year),
and the tickets cost 50-75% less than before. These
reductions in price have been made possible by generous
co-sponsorship from various departments and programs
at Princeton University (mostly from the magic touch of
Michael Wood), from local but internationally renowned
speakers who are happy to appear without honoraria or
expense-reimbursement (Paul Muldoon, Joyce Carol
Oates, and C.K. Williams), from donations by our bookexhibitors to the conference budget, and from members
to our fund for our staff and intern expenses. Our entire
conference budget is about 15-20% of past budgets,
but with no compromise on quality. So while this, too,

is a transformation born of necessity, it has produced
happy developments with distinct advantages to our
membership. The entire program is a marvel, in no
small part from the imaginative work of David Mikics in
assembling exciting panels and seminars.
Another development, to which I have been pleasurably
devoted, is our alliances with other associations who
share our values, our commitments, and our membership.
Joining with the Comparative Literature Association and
the Modern Language Association of America, we have
successfully supported the continuation of the graduate
program in Comparative Literature at Louisiana State
University at Baton Rouge, and are supporting the protest
against the termination of the Comparative Literature
program at the University of Toronto. A number of our
members who are members of the other associations
(Adelaide Russo, Michael Wood, David Damrosch,
Marshall Brown, Rosemary Feal) are already conversing
about forums at various association conferences in the
coming years about “the future of comparative literature”:
MLA in Seattle or Boston, for instance, with perhaps a
partnership at one of the ALSCW conferences.
I’m very excited by these new alliances, and pleased
to have launched an experimental venture or two during
my presidential year. One is a landmark issue on the
sonnet for Literary Imagination, reflecting several
happy alliances: you’ll find a wealth of sonnets, from
established, emerging, and new poets, as well as classy
fleet of critical essays developed from the rich resources
of sessions at the 2009 ALSCW conference (chaired by
David Mikics) and at the MLA in 2009, which I chaired.
Publishers of relevant critical studies and anthologies
have come on board, too, with paid advertisements. This
issue is a rich intersection of our devotions and spheres
of activity. Literary Imagination continues to be admired,
with contributions by major figures in the world of criticism
and writing, and fresh interest with every issue.
Alliances have been my initiative across this past
year: we allied with the Keats-Shelley Association of
America for a showing of Jane Campion’s Bright Star
followed by a panel discussion including Association
members; we allied with the Philoctetes Society for an
evening colloquium on “the sonnet.” I have developed
an alliance with MLA, at which three conversations that
will begin in our Princeton conference (on close-reading,
on Pride and Prejudice, and on common professional
concerns) will continue two months later in Los Angeles
at the MLA convention. All participants in this two-phase
conversation are members of both the ALSCW and the
MLA, as are many of our new members.
Local meetings have brought in new members and
new interests, too. Adelaide Russo organized a wide
community of students, professors, local artists and
(continued on page 16)
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Neglected Authors Column:
Rosanna Warren on Byron Herbert Reece
Byron Herbert Reece (1917-1958) is a casualty of
Modernism. Timeless even in his own day, this poet and
novelist, born in a log cabin on a farm in the Appalachians
of North Georgia, is almost unknown outside his native
state. Yet readers anywhere who appreciate Frederick
Goddard Tuckerman, Edward Arlington Robinson, Edward
Thomas, John Masefield, and Robert Frost, as well as
traditional English and Scottish ballads, would find
nourishment in Reece’s poems.
It is tempting to think of Reece as an American John
Clare. He grew up in a rural poverty as dire as any North
America can show, and spent his boyhood and most
of his life laboring on the farm to support his parents,
both of whom suffered from tuberculosis, a disease
Reece himself eventually contracted. Before entering
elementary school, he was already reading the Bible and
The Pilgrim’s Progress, the two books his family owned.
He did manage to attend high school while working on the
farm, and by his late teens was publishing poems in local
newspapers. Encouraged by the high school principal, he
attended a local college, Young Harris College, for two
years, and he clearly put those years to fervent good use,
reading widely and beginning to publish in literary journals
beyond Georgia. The needs of the farm prevented him
from finishing his formal education. When war broke out,
the Army rejected him because of his thinness and the
prevalence of TB in his family. From 1939 to 1945, he
worked eighteen hours a day on the farm and wrote “at
night.” After that, desperate for money, he interspersed a
little high school teaching, and then college teaching, with
his farm work and writing. In 1954 he spent three months
(of Hell, he said) in the state hospital for the tubercular.
Two Guggenheim fellowships helped him eke out a living,
but his last years were spent in a desperate battle to
finish his third novel, produce new poems, teach, keep
the farm going, and survive his disease. He shot himself
in the spring of 1958 in the faculty apartment of his Alma
Mater, Young Harris College, where he had a teaching
stint that year. His biographer Bettie Sellers writes that he
left his last stack of student papers, graded, in his desk
drawer. Mozart’s Piano Sonata in D was spinning on the
record player.
Reece published four books of poems and two
novels. He was not, in his day, a “neglected author.”
Thanks to Jesse Stuart, a farmer-poet from Kentucky who
discovered a poem of Reece’s in Prairie Schooner, the
New York publisher E.P. Dutton took him on; his work was
widely reviewed, and on the appearance of his novel Better
a Dinner of Herbs and his second book of poems, Bow
Down in Jericho and Other Poems in 1950, Newsweek

published a feature article on him. He received awards
from the Georgia Writers Association. But the books didn’t
sell well enough to support him and his parents, and the
awards paid little. His other books of poems are: Ballad
of the Bones and Other Poems (1945); A Song of Joy and
Other Poems (1952); and The Season of Flesh (1955).
His second novel, The Hawk and the Sun, also came
out in 1955. Two books have been written about him:
Raymond A. Cook’s Mountain Singer: The Life and Legacy
of Byron Herbert Reece (1985), and Bettie Sellers’ The
Bitter Berry: the Life of Byron Herbert Reece (1992).
Within the framework of his traditional metrics, using
a language drawn from the Bible, the Elizabethan poets,
and Robinson and Housman (among others), as well as
from the rich Appalachian oral traditions of song and
storytelling that were natural to him, Reece paces his
spare and sober surprises. He was much praised for his
ballads. It is the shorter lyrics that strike my ear, and my
heart. The first stanza of “I Am the Dust” is unremarkably
conventional. The second stanza—especially the last four
lines with that vibrating word “traffic”—breaks into private,
eerie, and original space.
I Am the Dust
I am the dust made animate,
Earth’s singer given syllables,
As Homer of an elder date.
For sorrow, joy and love and hate
And greetings and farewells.
Too soon I too shall be as quiet
As they who know not how the night
Is dark nor how the day is clear,
But for a fleeting moment yet
I traffic with the alphabet
Before I am anonymous
And scattered everywhere.

“I Go by Ways of Rust and Flame” is beautifully
economical even in its repetitiveness, giving a quiet
sense of a landscape known and lived (that “bent” sky,
the roads that “thin at sunset to the air”), as well as the
solitude that seems to have been the essential condition
of this poet.
I Go by Ways of Rust and Flame
I go by ways of rust and flame
Beneath the bent and lonely sky;
Behind me on the ways I came
I see the hedges lying bare,
But neither question nor reply.
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A solitary thing am I
Upon the roads of rust and flame
That thin at sunset to the air.
I call upon no word nor name,
And neither question nor reply
But walk alone as all men must
Upon the roads of flame and rust.

Reece was, by all accounts, a lonely and taciturn
man, though he maintained literary friendships through
correspondence. But in the classroom, he lit up, fired by
the joy he took in the poems he taught. The poem “In
the Corridor,” from his last collection, gives a poignant
glimpse of the solitudes of teacher and student meeting—
however fitfully—in the music of Herrick.
In the Corridor
Clouds I remember, a day all dull and dun;
The sun may have shone at the first for a little space,
I do not remember. Clouds I remember, and one
Figure departing, one grave unsmiling face.

The voice reading ceased at the sound of the bell
And I closed the ponderous book on Herrick’s song,
Caught still in the youthful music, caught in the spell
Of its sound on a youthful tongue.
The door of that classroom fronts an open hall
And one may go by the way he came or not;
But this was the eve of holiday for all
And from my desk I followed the laughing lot.
Just where the hallway opens upon the street
One looked back for a moment, as if to find
Whether my gaze sought his, and, should they meet,
Whether my mind
Was still for the ageless music of Herrick, or
For the aging day, or the book,
Or the face at the end of the corridor
And its fleeting backward look.
Reprinted with permission from Cherokee Publishing Company.

a

- Rosanna Warren is grateful to Harry Howard, a
member of ALSCW, for introducing her to Reece’s work.

In Memoriam: Brent Joseph Wells
B y A delaide Russo
Brent Joseph Wells became a member of the ALSCW
in March 2010. Brent loved literature and philosophy:
mystic poets from Rumi to Byron; thinkers from Plato to
Malraux. The name of Brent’s agency, Levity Creative,
described him exactly. He started his firm after a very
successful career in California and a stint working
for Louisiana State University. The CEO of the LSU
Foundation had recognized his talents as a graphic
designer, photographer, writer, and source of ideas by
hiring him as the Creative Director for the LSU Alumni
Association.
Brent’s beautiful wife Sondra once told me a story
that was emblematic of his incredible generosity. “Country
Corner” is a newsstand in Baton Rouge that sells fried
chicken and crawfish. One chilly day Brent saw a homeless
man loitering in front of the store. The man was shirtless.
Brent took off his shirt and gave it to the stranger. His
wife was astonished by this behavior, until her husband
reminded her that he had a closet full of shirts at home
and this man did not even have one, let alone a home.
The first time I met Brent Joseph Wells, I felt as if
I had met someone whom I had known for years. That
sense of kinship recognized was a source of enormous
consolation. My new friend had such a very special spirit.
He generously offered his talents to the Comparative
Literature Program at LSU, which was in peril, and to
the Association of Literary Scholars, Critics, and Writers.

Thanks to Brent, we have wonderful photos of the ALSCW
March meeting in Baton Rouge. When I left Baton Rouge
to spend the month of June in France, I was looking
forward to coming back to share a festive dinner with my
new friends. Unfortunately, I re-crossed the Atlantic with
a heavy heart. A thoughtful friend, the painter Kelli Scott
Kelley, had sent me the terrible news that Brent had been
in a serious automobile accident. I could hardly think
of anything else during that journey and tried to put my
thoughts to paper. I recalled my first meeting with Brent
after a Baton Rouge Symphony Great Performers concert
featuring the trumpeter Chris Botti. I started with these
words: “The Perfect Stranger.” Had Conrad not already
taken the title “The Secret Sharer” I would have used
those words too.
We were waiting for wine in a crowded reception at
the bar of the Capitol House Hilton Hotel, made famous
by Huey Long who kept a suite of rooms there. A tall wellbuilt man offered to get the indifferent server’s attention
and he did. He was looking for a telephone. His arms
were encumbered by two bags filled with the season’s
first strawberries - Ponchatoula strawberries. He told me
he had been walking all day, the strawberries bought on
impulse at the farmers’ market. His first gesture was to
share them. I still taste the sweetness of that fruit, its
flavor deepened by the walking, and see the startling blue
(continued on page 17)
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Portrait of a Donor: Francis O’Neill
B y Greg D elanty
Francis O’Neill was born Charleston, South
Carolina. He was educated in Switzerland and England,
mainly the latter, finishing his studies at Exeter
College, Oxford. In his youth he also spent substantial
periods in France and Italy. Francis worked briefly as
a journalist. He now lives in Virginia during part of
the year where he runs a horse farm with his wife,
Margaret. The rest of the year he spends in Italy. He
has published three novels and is at work on a fourth,
set, like the third, in Italy. The novels are published
under the name “Frank O’Neill” (Agents of Sympathy,
1985; The Secret Country, 1987; and Roman Circus,
1989).
The above is basically the bio that Francis sent
me when I asked him for one. Francis is a very private
man, and all I can add is that I like Francis in person,
his company, very much. He also has been a patron of
the arts, funding the Wolfer O’Neill Literary Foundation,
which has assisted numerous writers, painters, singers,
and other artists at times when such assistance
allowed them to be free from financial concerns.
Francis is also a translator. The following is his
translation from the 16th century Italian poet Torquato
Tasso with the original included.                        

                              

For this translation and for the financial help he
has given the ALSCW we are most grateful. a

The President’s Column (continued from page 13)

booksellers for local meetings in Baton Rouge. Other
local meetings and colloquia, often in alliance with host
institutions, continue to thrive around the country—not
only in Baton Rouge, but in Houston and Manhattan,
and especially in Boston, where every month seems
to bring a new exciting event, most recently a oneday conference on Twain and Tolstoy. In alliance with
bookstores and other sellers of rare bibliographic
items, Rosanna Warren has developed our “Broadside
Series”—limited editions of elegant artisanal printings
of literary works. Our series was launched was “Piano
Lesson” by Adam Zagajewski, with a translation by
Clare Cavanagh; in production are two more offerings:
a poem by Jane Hirshfield and a passage from David
Ferry’s translation of The Aeneid. Our alliance with the
Vermont Studio Center, with a fellowship funded by the
generosity of Rosanna Warren, continues to flourish,
too—most recently with a Literature in Translation

TASSO
76
Vedro’da gli anni in mia vendetta ancora
far di queste bellezze alte rapine,
vedro’starsi negletto e bianco il crine
che la natura a l’arte increspa e dora;
e su le rose, ond’ella il viso infiora,
spargere il verno poi nevi e pruine:
cosi’ il fasto, e l’orgoglio avra’pur fine
di costei, ch’odia piu’chi piu’l’onora.
Sol penitenza allor di sua bellezza
le rimarra’, vedendo ogni alma sciolta
di gli aspri nodi suoi ch’ordia per gioco;
e, se pur tanto or mi disdegna e sprezza,
poi bramera’, ne le mie rime accolta,
rinnovellarsi qual fenice in fuoco.
I’ll yet see the years in my revenge
make of these beauties a consummate wreck,
I’ll see all matted-up and white the head
where art and nature join to curl the gold;
on the roses that make a garden of her face
creep over winter and then snow and frost:
so the sumptuousness and pride will end
in her who most hates and honors her the best.
Then for all her beauty will reproach alone
be hers, seeing all the clever souls
contrive a game out of her scaly warts;
and if now despising me she looks aside
then may these rhymes she acquiesced in make her long
to spread her wings again, a phoenix in their flame.                            

                                - Translated by Francis O’Neill

Forum featuring Zagajewski and Cavanagh, and with happy
anticipation of the translation residency of Patrizia Cavalli and
Geoff Brock in 2011.
In the midst of all this activity, we are tending to business,
revising our bylaws, restructuring our business expenses,
developing our website, nurturing our Circle of Friends,
and planning for the 2011 conference at Boston University,
chaired by Christopher Ricks.
It is clear that even as our financial and administrative
infrastructure has shifted, we are managing our commitments
and devotions, and planning new adventures to the full
extent of our time, talent, and resources. It’s been a busy,
demanding, exciting, challenging, transformative year for the
Association. I am honored to have served as your President,
and shall, as I rotate into Immediate Past President, support
and cheer Greg Delanty as he assumes this office. a
- Susan J. Wolfson
President 2010, Immediate Past President 2011
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Brent Joseph Wells (continued from page 15)

eyes, value the gesture and the sweetness of the seeker.
He asked us if he could use a telephone - his uncharged
by the long day’s walk.
You may have heard a similar tale, but it wasn’t like
that at all. A stranger in a bar tells you his story - he has
had fight with “the love of his life,” “the woman he wants
to be the mother of his children” and all there is to do is
to listen. He tells me about his life in bits and pieces and
for a very long time: A wise grandfather, a love of books
and of music, a way of being in the world that matched
the intensity of his gaze, the rugged beauty. He shows me
photos, his camera expensive and complicated, images of
an exquisite woman, not just the harmony of the features,
large eyes, a full mouth, but the way he is holding her,
tentative, tender, as if she is about to soar and he is
holding on to go along, holding on for dear life. He tells me
of her children, three young boys, each one full of energy
and fun. I offer advice. Wait. Call tomorrow. Don’t express
doubt. I quote Lacan without telling him where I found the
insight. We feel about others in the same way they feel
about us. The woman in the photographs is as attached
as you are Brent Joseph Wells. I can see the strength of
the bond even when you tell me that perhaps she is with
you because your cooking has won her over. How can
such a striking intelligent man have doubts that he is
loved, and if I were to offer a conjecture, passionately?
What is so special about him? Man in his prime, obviously
smitten. Don’t call tonight. Call tomorrow. Take her for a
walk on the levee. The evening went on until very early
in the morning. Brent took photos of us with Chris Botti,
more conversation, promises to continue, promises kept.
The next day from a distance I saw Brent and Sondra
walking among the crowd of barking participants and
amused spectators during the Mardi Gras parade of the
Mystic Krewe of Mutts. They looked much as they do in
this photograph.

by sharing the poem “Silence.” Brent wrote poems for
himself, out of necessity, not out of ambition, nor out
of the desire to be recognized for his artistry. He was
a reader of Poe and his poems rhyme. They touched
me and they touched those who heard them at Brent’s
memorial. I hope he doesn’t mind that Sondra wanted to
share them with the members of the ALSCW. Brent had
taken great pleasure in reading Literary Imagination and
Literary Matters. He was exactly the kind of person our
organization seeks to reach - someone for whom literature
played a crucial role. The day of that touching memorial,
we decided that Brent would be a part of the ALSCW local
meeting scheduled for September in Windrush Gardens.
That seemed especially fitting, because another of
Brent’s close friends, Christian, had read a poem which
described Brent’s joy in walking through the modest
alleys of Christian’s urban herb garden with the wonder
of someone first discovering the parterres at Versailles.
Brent took Sondra to Windrush the very first time they
went out together. On September 4, 2010, the day that
Brent Wells would have celebrated his thirty-fifth birthday,
Sondra shared his notebooks with me. These poems are
reproduced in Brent’s handwriting with his sketches.
The words are wise. Sondra’s oldest son Alex described
Brent best, as someone interested in others, in learning
from them, sharing with them, making them happy.
“Brent had a heart for other people. He made my mother
happy, happier than she had been in a very long time.”
My perfect stranger is a constant presence and a deeply
missed friend. a

The next months brought moments of change,
promise, hope and love for them and for Sondra’s sons.
He played music with Nicolas and Eliot, instructed, in the
same way he had been by his grandfather, cooked food
that was always beautifully presented. Sondra’ youngest
son Eliot told me: “Brent was awesome.” An accident
kept Brent from living the life he deserved. His generosity
continues; he lives on in those who benefited from him
as an organ donor. Among Brent’s photographs there are
many images of flowers, but instead of sending them in
memory, his friends made gifts in his honor to the St.
Vincent de Paul Homeless Shelter in Baton Rouge.
In early July, Sondra held a memorial service for
Brent at the Baton Rouge Gallery. The room was filled
with artists and friends of all ages and all professions.
Bill Kelley’s group played haunting music. Brent’s wise
grandfather spoke, and Kelly Nezat, New Orleans healer,
gave a touching eulogy. He started in Brent’s own words
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Poems by Brent Joseph Wells
Read at Windrush Garden
Spirits Drifting

Mermaid Daze

Torrid Waves

Spirits Drifting
Bound to Bone
Forces Shifting
Fire and Stone…

Lost

Torrid waves of
thrilling passion
- Washed upon desires shore I combed the sands
in search of truth a longing from the life before
I damned the hands
that stole my youth
the hands that
dragged me through
the door.

Who here knows
my name?

in her rippling
reflections store
As warm gentle
currents
lap at her hair
Perhaps she vain
in naïve ponder
Of how her form
could be so fair

Farewell Big Easy
My thoughts were careful
cool & clean
I made the choice
to life serene
To strive and Find
Essential Being…
Silence
Silence speaks her silent
			
prose
In a tongue
the spirit knows
Patience child
with quiet mind
Words will come
All in time…

I packed my thoughts
and left the scene
Carry softly to yourself
a buried smile
a knowing glance
should our paths
cross once again…
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Winners of the First-Annual
Secondary School Essay Contest:

Grayson Clary and David Gore
Editor’s Note: Below we print the two essays selected by our judges as winners of our first-annual Secondary School
Essay Contest. The judges wish to honor the different strengths shown by these two writers: Grayson Clary, for the
maturity, complexity and depth of his thesis, the wit and seamless integration of his allusions, and the elegance of his
prose; David Gore, for his skilled use of textual detail in support of a number of interesting and thoughtful points and for
the fluidity of his prose.
Look for the announcement of next year’s contest in an upcoming issue of Literary Matters, as well as for a roundtable discussion about teaching Huckleberry Finn. During the reviewing process, David Gore’s essay brought up the
interesting question of how to approach the novel, and particularly its use of the word “nigger,” in the contemporary
American context, which, if post-Civil Rights, is most certainly not post-racial. In the next issue of the newsletter, we hope
to bring together responses by high school teachers and professors to this literary and pedagogical matter.

Hell Is Other People:
Authenticity, Angst, and Existentialism in Wuthering Heights
B y Grayson C lary, Rye C ountry D ay S chool (R ye , NY)
Emily Brontë’s Wuthering Heights is a novel about
the search for peace in a world without moral signposts.
Catherine Earnshaw, Heathcliff, and those drawn into
their wake flail about blindly in a void, seeking but
never finding reconciliation and satisfaction. If there is
a God of Wuthering Heights, its denizens don’t feel his
presence. No greater authority exists to clarify, to pardon,
or to punish; a mortal sin sits unresolved at the core of
the story, Catherine’s betrayal of Heathcliff and of her
freedom, an existential maelstrom that gradually pulls
the rest of Wuthering Heights into its maw. Catherine
suffers because her actions conflict with her perception
of her identity; Heathcliff suffers because he defines
himself in terms of Catherine, and only gradually realizes
the distinction between the abstract Cathy that he loves
and the concrete Cathy that exists. Their despair is an
exemplar as powerful as Sartre’s No Exit of the difficulties
individuals face in finding absolutes in an ambiguous
world. The moors of Wuthering Heights are littered with
existential quandaries; the tragedy of this work is driven
by the struggle of its characters to grapple with issues of
freedom, of identity, and of meaning.

A vital feature of the world of Wuthering Heights is
its ambiguity; the characters lack absolute truths by
which to organize and lead their lives. Brontë repeatedly
emphasizes Catherine and Heathcliff’s rejection of
religion as guide; Catherine writes of an instance where
Joseph forced prayer books upon them, “I could not bear
the employment. I took my dingy volume ...and hurled it
into the dog kennel, vowing I hated a good book” (ch. 3,
18). Heathcliff abuses his book similarly. This repudiation
of religion as an organizing principle continues throughout
the book. In a later scene, Heathcliff vows revenge against
Hindley for his abuse and is scolded by Nelly:
“’For shame, Heathcliff!” said I. ‘It is for God to
punish wicked people; we should learn to forgive.’
‘No, God won’t have the satisfaction that
I shall,’ he returned.” (ch. 7, 56)

In the absence of this potential guidance then, what
do Heathcliff and Catherine use to orient themselves in
the world? For a time at least, the answer is: each other.
As Catherine relates to Nelly, “If all else perished, and
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he remained, I should still continue to be; and if all else
remained, and he were annihilated, the universe would
turn to a mighty stranger: I should not seem a part of it”
(ch. 9, 77). Heathcliff and Catherine define themselves
in terms of each other; they may not know what the rest
of the world holds, but they know with certainty that they
love each other. This is a manifestation of the existential
idea of the other, the observer from whose perspective
an individual finds definition. Heathcliff knows himself,
knows what is right, only insomuch as Catherine perceives
him. This is, for a brief moment, a rock anchoring them,
but soon this too crumbles and the two are left where they
began: uncertain, and unhappy. The setting of Wuthering
Heights does not afford its characters the luxury of
certainty; the novel begins with and is based on a search
for absolutes that will give sense and direction to the lives
of its characters.
The crisis that precipitates the abrupt breakdown
of this tenuous tranquility is a crisis of identity and
authenticity; Catherine’s choice of Edgar over Heathcliff
is a choice of the identity defined for her by others over
the identity she feels to be right, the identity she imagines
herself to have. She attempts to rationalize her decision
to Nelly; she enumerates the advantages of a marriage
to Edgar, and declares that it would “degrade [her] to
marry Heathcliff” (ch. 9, 75). She has placed herself in
chains, limited her own freedom in conforming to arbitrary
external values. This is the sin of inauthenticity, what
Sartre called mauvaise foi Catherine is doomed to suffer
because she chooses as if she were not free to choose,
and denies her own responsibility in creating her future.
Heathcliff recognizes this, and refuses to forgive; he
declares bitterly as she lies dying, “You deserved this. You
have killed yourself” (ch. 15, 152). Catherine’s fall, the
tragedy of her life and death, is the inevitable result of
her denial of her freedom and of herself. Heathcliff’s own
unhappiness stems in turn from the way he has defined
himself; he claims he is Catherine, as she is him, but

his understanding of her is flawed. When she crumbles
then, when the woman she is fails to correspond to
the woman he wants her to be, he falls as well, like Jill
tumbling after Jack. These problems of identity are
the misshapen products of Catherine and Heathcliff s
failure to understand their freedom, and their ability to
create themselves. Each acts as if there exists some
ideal Heathcliff and some ideal Catherine buried within
the other; Catherine exclaims on observing Heathcliff’s
cruelty, “That is not my Heathcliff. I shall love mine yet
... he’s in my soul” (ch. 15, 151). Heathcliff, meanwhile,
derides Catherine as “cruel and false” (ch. 15, 152) and
accuses of her of self-deception. He demands, “Why
did you betray your own heart?” (ch. 15, 152). Yet an
existentialist would argue and Brontë seems to suggest
that there is no betrayal of identity, there is simply the
choice. If there is a betrayal, it is a betrayal of freedom, a
denial of responsibility. Catherine and Heathcliff are who
they have chosen to be, not who they imagine themselves
to be. Catherine is her choice to marry Edgar; Heathcliff
is his deliberate cruelty. The tragic events of Wuthering
Heights are driven by the inability of its characters to
recognize their freedom, their responsibility, and their
hand in creating the reality that tortures them.
Hell is Catherine, Hell is Heathcliff; as the events of
Wuthering Heights unfold, the characters find themselves
submerged deeper and deeper in a seemingly inescapable
sea of suffering, a riptide of existential angst. Emily Brontë
has created in this novel a visceral and painfully engaging
world empty of absolutes, and a despairingly true depiction
of how individuals struggle to find their way in such gloom.
Heathcliff and Catherine attempt to find something to
anchor themselves in this uncertain storm; they fail. They
deny their freedom, they reject their responsibility, and as
a result, they suffer. Emily Brontë’s Wuthering Heights is
a testimony to the struggles of human beings to find their
way, and their happiness, in a world without signposts. a

All Kinds of Signs:
Superstition in The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn
B y D avid Gore, N ewton N orth High S chool (N ewton , MA)
Like the mighty Mississippi, the theme of superstition
runs strongly through Mark Twain’s Adventures of
Huckleberry Finn. From the perspective of the wide-eyed
young narrator, the reader is presented with a worldview
in which a kind of concrete, unquestioned magic holds
sway. To look over your left shoulder at the new moon, to
pick up a snake’s shed skin, or to kill a spider is sure to
bring bad luck, although what exactly that misfortune will

entail is never explicitly defined. On the most basic level,
characters’ fervent reliance on superstition is mined by
Twain as a source of satirical humor. However, the author
also uses the theme of superstition to address more
profound topics, such as race, religion, and the natural
world. Throughout the novel, Twain draws attention to and
pokes fun at the superstitions both of white characters,
such as Huck and Pap, and of black characters, such
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as Jim and Nat. In so doing, he highlights superstition
as an important, if not altogether admirable, aspect
of the human commonality that transcends race. In
Twain’s hands, superstition becomes a tool in the
overarching argument against the myth of the superiority
of reasonable, intelligent whites over backwards and
irrational blacks. For example, Huck’s description of Nat
as a “good natured, chuckle-headed ... nigger” with “his
hair ... all tied up in little bunches with thread .... to keep
witches off” would appear to most modern readers as a
racist caricature of an ignorant slave (178). However, at
the story’s start, Huck himself employs the very same
superstitious precaution. After accidentally killing a
spider, Huck says he “tied up a little lock of [his] hair with
a thread to keep witches away” (3). Through such focus
on both black and white superstitions, Twain undermines
the notion that an unsophisticated belief in magic is solely
or even primarily a black attribute.
In fact, within Huck and Jim’s relationship, superstition
enables a shift in the standard racial paradigm. Often
in the story—during the “King Sollermun” and “talking
French” debates, for example—Huck condescends to
Jim, affecting the stereotypical white traits of superior
intellect and education. His exasperated exclamation at
the end of these debates—that “it warn’t no use wasting
words—you can’t learn a nigger to argue”—is indicative of
this patronizing attitude (60). Huck is seldom so blatantly
condescending, but he often attempts to take on the role
of teacher. For example, he launches into a didactic, if
factually inaccurate, lecture on the nature of royalty, during
which he treats Jim, a grown man who must be nearly twice
his age, like a young child, talking down to his friend with
such remarks as: “All kings is mostly rapscallions .... You
read about them once—you’ll see” (116). Strikingly, the
realm of the supernatural is one of the few areas in which
Huck respects the judgment and experience of Jim, who,
in Huck’s own words, “knowed all kinds of signs” (34).
At the very start of the book, Huck respectfully consults
Jim and his clairvoyant hairball for advice, even offering
the slave a perfectly good counterfeit quarter to ensure
that the ritual functions properly! After the encounter
with the House of Death, even though Huck is bursting to
discuss what he’s just witnessed, he “didn’t say no more
... about the dead man,” accepting Jim’s warnings that
“it would fetch bad luck ... and ... [the dead man] might
come and ha’nt [them]” as “pretty reasonable” (39). In
contrast to his superior attitude at other times during the
book, Huck’s reverence towards Jim’s opinions in matters
of superstition stands out as a truly noteworthy step in his
developing attitude towards race.
In Huck’s worldview, religion is no more than just
another superstition, and in fact, it is one in which he
does not place much stock. This allows Twain to subtly
disparage religion, one of the major subjects of the novel’s
rich satire. From the very first pages, it is clear that Huck
has little to no regard for religion, seeing it as unrealistic
and irrelevant. Upon learning that Moses, whom he was

previously “in a sweat to find out all about,” is dead,
Huck dismissively reflects, “I didn’t care no more about
him; because I don’t take no stock in dead people” (2).
Similarly, he disregards the ideal of religious living that
Miss Watson is trying to foist upon him. As Miss Watson
rhapsodizes about how “she was going to live so as to go
to the good place,” Huck acknowledges that he “couldn’t
see no advantage in going where she was going, so [he]
made up [his] mind [he] wouldn’t try for it” (2). His outright
disdain for worship is further exposed when he labels a
day spent with the Grangerfords discussing “faith, and
good works, and free grace, and preforeordestination,
and ... what all” as “one of the roughest Sundays [he] had
run across yet” (83). In a humorous but telling illustration
of the parallel between religion and superstition in Huck’s
mind, his reaction to Miss Watson’s prayer is almost
identical to his reaction to Tom Sawyer’s genies: he
abandons the idea of both when they do not produce the
desired results. When Huck’s attempts at prayer yield a
fish-line but no hooks, he gives up on faith after “three
or four times” (8). He “set down, one time, back in the
woods,” and decided of prayer: “there ain’t nothing in
it”(8). Likewise, after absorbing Tom’s fantastical tales of
genies “as tall as a tree and as big around as a church,”
Huck attempts to conjure a spirit for himself (11). In an
episode almost identical to the prayer scene, Huck “went
out in the woods,” but when “none of the genies come,”
he declares that “all that stuff was only just one of Tom
Sawyer’s lies”(11). Twain uses these corresponding
vignettes and Huck’s frequent derision of faith to
characterize religion as just as arbitrary and fanciful as
any superstition.
In a literary tradition that dates back to ancient
myths, the characters in The Adventures of Huck Finn use
superstition in an attempt to comprehend a natural world
that baffles them. From the first, nature is portrayed as
mysterious, enigmatic, and even magical. In the novel’s
very first passage concerned with nature, Huck describes
hearing “an owl, away off, who-whooing about somebody
that was dead, and a whippowill and a dog crying about
somebody that was going to die; and the wind was trying
to whisper something to me” (3). The passage in which
Huck and Jim gaze up at the stars, transfixed—perhaps
the most visually arresting episode in the book—shares
the same feeling of awe and disquiet: “We had the sky,
up there, all speckled with stars, and we used to lay on
our backs and look up at them, and discuss whether they
was made, or only just happened” (90). When characters
cannot comprehend a phenomenon in this inscrutable
natural world, they invent a superstition to justify it. In the
stargazing scene, for example, Huck and Jim “watch the
stars that fell, too” and “Jim allowed they’d got spoiled
and was hove out of the nest” (90). This instinct for
superstitious rationalization is used to comic effect when
the Phelpses’ hounds burrow into Jim’s cabin through
the tunnel Huck and Tom have dug and Nat, terrified,
blames the incomprehensible event on witches. This
urge to account for natural occurrence is so strong that,
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when a rattlesnake bites Jim, Huck relies on superstition
to explain the bad fortune even though he knows that
it happened because he left the carcass of the snake’s
mate on Jim’s bed. As he puts it, “that all comes of my
being such a fool as to not remember that wherever you
leave a dead snake its mate always comes there and curls
around it” (40). Yet only a paragraph later, he returns to
magical thinking, saying “I made up my mind I wouldn’t
ever take aholt of a snake-skin again with my hands, now
that I see what had come of it” (40).
Just as they use superstitions to make sense of
a natural world they find difficult to comprehend, the
characters in Huck Finn turn to magic to justify inexplicable
and unfortunate occurrences. The gruesome death of
Hank Bunker, a St. Petersburg townsperson, is one such
event that is explained away through superstition. While
discussing looking at the moon over your left shoulder,
which Huck declares “one of the carelessest and
foolishest things a body can do,” he mentions that “Old
Hank Bunker done it once ... and in less than two years he
got drunk and fell off of the shot tower and spread himself
out so that he was just a kind of a layer ... but anyway, it
all come of looking at the moon that way” (40). Similarly,
Huck blames Pap’s undesirable return on his own spilling
salt at the breakfast table. After the accident, he says
“the widow put in a good word for me, but that warn’t
going to keep off the bad luck, I knowed that well enough”
(12). And, lo and behold, within a paragraph, Huck has
discovered his father’s distinctive boot prints in the snow.
This pattern of superstitious justification occurs most
prominently in the repeated references to the snakeskin.
Throughout the story, Huck and Jim continually return to
the bad luck associated with handling a snake’s shed
skin to explain their consistent misfortune, which is,

more probably, an authorial device used to keep the plot
from growing stagnant. For example, when the raft slips
past Cairo and the fork to the Ohio River, Jim bemoans,
“I awluz ‘spected dat rattle-snake skin warn’t done wid
it’s work” (70). Within the next page, Huck and Jim blame
both the disappearance of their canoe and their collision
with the steamship on the snake-skin. Such attribution of
misfortune to forces beyond one’s control is a tempting
and natural human tendency, and it stands to reason that
Huck and Jim, living, as they do, in a violent world beyond
the conventional social sphere, should especially cling to
these superstitious explanations.
The rich and varied examples of superstition within
The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn, which come from
white and black, young and old, provide Twain with
strong satirical material and allow him to paint a more
detailed anthropological picture of life in the antebellum
Mississippi Valley. However, they also enable him to
explore deep, universal themes through a unique and
often comic lens that fits nicely with the folksy aesthetic of
the novel. Racial commonality; race relations; irreverence
in regards to religion; man’s attempts to comprehend the
natural world; and man’s desire to explain why bad things
happen are all explored through the superstitious bent of
Huckleberry Finn’s world. Far from being a marginal motif
added in for flair, superstition is central to the thematic
development of The Adventures of Huckleberry Finn. a
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Renewal Letter from Incoming President Greg Delanty
We have over 600 members now. I’d love if we reached 800 members before the end of my
presidency, and 1000 by the end of my past President year. I am also asking you to bring in at least
one new member, if not two. I promise to give a gift membership myself to five new people and to
bring in another five. So, by the end of January I’ll tell you how I did. I wonder could you give one gift
membership, which is only $37, and also bring in someone else, and tell them what good value they
are getting for just $37.
a

So please renew your own membership for 2011, at whatever category you feel able to do so.

a

And please endeavor to bring at least one new member into the Association--more if you can.

a

https://www.bu.edu/literary/membership/join-or-renew.shtml

For now, my thanks and hopes, and happy new year.
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Welcome, New Members!
The Conversation Continues to Grow

Between July 28 and October 28, 2010, the following people joined our Association:
Ms. Renee Ashley - Fairleigh
Dickinson University

Ms. Gabriella Gruder-Poni Convent of the Sacred Heart

Professor Laura McCullough Brookdale Community College

Professor Bruce Bennett Wells College

Regents Professor Patricia
Hampl - University of
Minnesota

Matt Miller - Phillips Exeter
Academy

Chris Blair - Boston University
Zoraida Cabrera - Boston
University
Mr. Jordan L. Cerbone - New
Canaan, CT
Professor Kelly Cherry University of Wisconsin
Madison, Emerita

Mr. James Harvey - SUNY
Stony Brook
Cynthia Hennard - Johnson, VT
Robert Hollander - Princeton
University
Mr. Major Jackson - University
of Vermont

Matthew Connolly - Boston
University

Professor Garry Jennings Delta State University

Professor Lawrence Danson Princeton University

Tracy Kidder - Williamsburg,
MA

Ms. Jenna Dee - Boston
University

Dr. Marianna Krejci-Papa Eastern Nazarene College

Caitlin Doyle - Boston
University

Mr. Dwight Lindley - University
of Dallas

Gary Dyer - Cleveland State
University

Brunilda Lugo de Fabritz Howard University

Professor Joseph Farrell University of Pennsylvania

Dr. Gregory Machacek Poughkeepsie, NY

Dana Gioia - Washington D.C.

Elizabeth Mazzola - The City
College of New York

Jennifer Golden - Grand
Canyon University
Dr. Rochelle Goodman
- University of Southern
California

Ph.D. (Candidate) Mary
McCleary - Editorial Institute at
Boston University

Ms. Mary Anne Myers Fordham University
Dr. Vanita Neelakanta - Rider
University
Nevenka Pobric - Hamilton, NJ
Professor Joseph Pucci Brown University
James Rutherford - New York,
NY
Fiona Sampson - England, UK
Dr. David Southward University of WisconsinMilwaukee
Ms. Mara Taylor - The Chapin
School
Mr. Steven Turner - Asheville,
NC
Ms. Judith Valente - PBS-TV
Ms. Deborah Weisgall Lincoln, MA
Mr. Tony Whedon - East
Berkshire, VT
Lisa Williams - Centre College
Ms. Cynthia Zarin - Yale
University
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